Map shows existing permanent base anchors and pitching rubbers (can not be removed).

PLEASE cover up exposed base anchors after your field use (if you uncovered any anchors for your own bases)

___ = permanent pitching rubber
• = permanent anchor for base

2nd Base Distances
(back of home through center of mound to back of 2nd base)
A = 60' base = 84'10"
B = 65' base = 91'9"
C = 70' base = 99'
D = 75' base = 105'1"
E = 80' base = 113'2"
F = 85' base = 119'2"
G = 90' base = 127' 3-3/8"

Notes:
1. Base distances are measured from back of home plate to the BACK of a base: B-B.
2. Pitching rubber distances are measured from back of home plate to the FRONT of a pitching rubber: P-F.
3. Coaching lines: 12'-15' parallel to foul lines and 12'-15' from the base towards home plate.